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Inaugural
Mission Week
raises over
$14,000
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A

fter planning meetings that
stretched back to the summer, Student Council (STUCO)
pulled together what it hopes will
be St. Louis U. High’s inaugural
Mission Week. The week, which
raised money for four charities
with a number of games and promotions, grossed $14,325.47, all
of which will go to four different
charities. Seniors led the fundraising with $4,124.99.
STUCO essentially replaced
the old Spirit Week with Mission Week, which was patterned
after successful mission weeks at
Cor Jesu Academy, St. Joseph’s
Academy, and DeSmet. The fun
events of Mission Week did recall
Spirit Week shenanigans; however,
important differences in attitude
distinguished Mission Week from
the old Spirit Week.
“(Spirit Week) never really
had a purpose,” said Executive
Vice President Gino Perrini. “I feel
like Mission Week was able to put
a meaning to all that fun.”
Secretary/Treasurer Phil
Nahlik said that a social justice
perspective—concern for people
beyond SLUH—marked a major

Luczak takes
Poetry
Out Loud

The Short Attention Span Circus Freshmen Adam Cooley (left) and Gabe Miller juggle clubs in Friday’s
Circus Club performance.

improvement over Spirit Week.
“That was something missing
from Spirit Week—and service,
and bringing all the other aspects
of our school into it, instead of just
spirit,” said Nahlik.
The week started off strong
Monday, as STUCO set the price
to get out of formal attire at $5 and
brought in Jeff Harrison, S.J., to
speak.
“I think the first day really set

the tone for the entire week,” said
senior Simon Clark. “I honestly
didn’t think there would be that
many people paying $5 to dress
out.”
On Tuesday, each class had a
meet and greet with a representative
for their charity. Mike Rozier, S.J.
spoke to the freshmen on behalf of
the Belize Mission. The sophomore
representative did not show up,
so SLUH faculty members Steve

ate on a completely new Internet
connection. The new connection,
which runs through the neighboring
community just east of SLUH, is
an Ethernet over fiber cable. The
school’s internet connection will no
longer rely on the TI copper wire,
and will now be much more flexible due to the different capabilities
present in the new Ethernet cable.
“We hadn’t really explored
adding more (copper) lines, but
this is a much more flexible kind
of connection,” said Director of
Information Technology Jonathan
Dickmann.
The SLUH technical team
decided to make the change when
they found that the price of providing the new, quicker connection
would be roughly the same as the
price needed to use the TI copper wires. As a result of the new
Ethernet, more members of the
SLUH community will have access
to a very high level of connection.
Students and teachers will not have

to worry about their connection
speed being disrupted by overuse
because the new set up can easily
accommodate a larger user base.
“Speed is a relative term because actual connection speed for
any individual may not be much
faster (depending on the amount
of users on accessing the Internet
at a given time) but we can now
support more people at the same
high speed,” said Technology
Coordinator John Haefele.
On top of this increased speed,
the new cables will provide the
option for further modifications
sometime in the future, by simply
requesting the company to provide more speed. Before the new
cables were put in place, each time
SLUH wanted to raise the speed,
they needed to place in a new TI
copper wire. This was a very time
consuming and expensive process,
and is now easily bypassed by the
new system.

Missey and John Lan Tran, S.J., and
senior Aaron Heisohn presented
on behalf of Friends of L’Arche.
SLUH faculty member Nick Ehlmann presented to the juniors on
behalf of Red Cloud Indian School,
and Paul Minorini presented to the
seniors on behalf of Boys Hope/
Girls Hope.
On Wednesday, there was
Teacher Activities Day. Some of

see ON A MISSION, 8

ith
the
microphone
fixed, the jazz music
cued, and the blue felt curtain drawn in the theater, St.
Louis. U. High’s 2010 Poetry
Out Loud contest commenced
Tuesday during Activity Period.
The contestants—senior Michael Lumetta, junior Tom
Blood, senior Connor Fellin,
junior Ben Luczak, and senior
Marc Fernan—held strong to
the hope of victory, for SLUH’s
winner would advance to the St.
Charles Regional Competition at
the Foundry Arts Center in February. From there, the contestants could compete at the state
level and later the national level,
where a $20,000 grand prize is
awarded.
Contestants’ fates rested in the
hands of judges Mark Cummings,
Paul Pagano, and Terry Quinn.
Most of the 19 in the audience during activity period on Tuesday in
the theatre seemed relaxed, except
for the performers themselves, who
waited in angst after their recitations.
After nearly an hour of fretting,
junior Ben Luczak won the contest.
He was notified, ironically, without
a single word spoken, through

see LOUD POETRY, 8

Internet connection gets a speed boost Tech/Ed Series, Part 2 of 3
by Zach
Staff

I

Rauschenbach

n an effort to provide faster
and more accessible Internet
connection to the St. Louis U
High community, the technology department has made some
changes. Early last week, workers began running a fiber optic
cable from a manhole cover at
the corner of Berthold Ave. and
Lawn Pl., down Berthold to the
alley behind SLUH, and into the
building on the east side of the
school through the Jesuit Wing.
The new cables will be activated
sometime in the coming weeks.
Before now, the school’s
Internet went through TI copper
wires, and increasing internet speed
required adding more wires. Last
week’s change marked the first
major modifications to the SLUH
Internet connection since February
2006, when the school went from
one copper wire to three.
Now the school will oper-
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Each and every day, all
around the school, new technology is replacing the blackboards,
textbooks, and experiments that
have long been the tell-tale signs
of education. New technology is
greeted with ooh’s and aah’s, but
most days, in most classes, it goes
unnoticed. It’s the elephant in the
classroom, changing the way we
learn and teach in totally disparate
and previously unimaginable ways.
The Prep News has decided
to take a look at that technology
and how it is affecting our school.
The product is Tech/Ed, a series of

articles and snapshots of the state
of technology in our classrooms
and hallways.
Last week we brought you
part one of the series, an informative look
at technology
Please turn
purchasing, eto pages
books, and the
4 & 5 for
language dethe second
partment.
installment
This week
of Tech/Ed.
in part two of
the series, you will find articles
examining the programming culture at SLUH, detailing the way
technology is changing the library
and research done there, and an
article on the installation of a faster
Internet connection.
We hope you find the articles
informative and thought-provoking. We look forward to your
feedback.
Nick Fandos, Editor in Chief
Conor Gearin, News Editor
Patrick O’Leary, Web Editor
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Racquetball sweepsVianney, Chaminade
The varsity team improved to 34-1 on the
season and 5-0 in dual meets with two easy
victories over the Griffins and the Red
Devils. Page 6
Wrestling beats Windsor, Kirkwood
The wrestling team had two dominant wins
and finished 7th at Parkway South, but fell
to CBC and lost senior Espen Conley to a
season-ending injury. Page 7

SLUH chess team triumphs
Fueled by seven-layer cookies, the Jr. Bills
rolled to a 23-7 victory, dominating the small
Belleville East chess team. Page 2

Recognizing Mission Week success
Editorial praises the efforts of STUCO and
calls for years of Mission Weeks to follow.
Page 3

An icy scuplture for the Inferno
For his Poetry class, senior James Van Camp
created a unique project–he carved an ice
sculpture of Bocca, a character from Dante’s
Inferno. Page 2

Bettonville defends the “Cube”
Responding to Frank Corley’s perspective on
the Prep News weekly conversation, former
PN editor defends the name. Page 3
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Faculty, not students, will adopt families for Christmas
by Luke Reichold
and Harold Wayne
reporters

B

ecause of this year’s inaugural Mission Week, student homerooms will not be
holding their usual Adopt-AFamily Christmas drive. Instead,
academic departments will be
adopting families for Christmas.
In the past, each homeroom
had sponsored its own family.
Students were assigned food, hygiene, and other items to bring

SLUH QUIZ BOWL
VICTORIOUS AT
ITS LAST MEET
by Nick Williams
reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High team
came away with the championship at both the junior varsity and varsity levels in the final matches of the Scholar Bowl
competition at Chaminade last
night.
The Scholar Bowl competition
is a four-versus-four match that involves two types of questions: tossups and bonuses. When a toss-up
question is asked, any player from
either team is allowed to buzz in
and attempt to answer. Neither his
team nor the audience is allowed to
help him, and if he gives an incorrect answer, the other team is given
time to answer the question. Speed
is the key factor here: the time limit
in which either team can buzz in is 5
seconds, and the other team is only
given 5 seconds on the rebound. A
bonus question is directed at only
one team at a time, is usually a
multi-part question, and has a more
generous time limit. The team can
confer, and there is no penalty for
an incorrect answer.
Going into the season, senior
David Boll was unsure of the team’s
potential, as it lost a majority of its
seniors.
“I personally thought this year
was going to be a disaster compared
to last year,” said Boll. However,
the varsity team rose to the occasion, going undefeated in league
play, beating a tough Villa Duchesne team in the championship, and
winning the Hancock Tournament,
a Scholar Bowl tournament with 15
schools in the St. Louis area. Senior
captains Boll and Logan Hayward,
who had the third and fourth highest
individual scores, respectively, at
the Hancock Tournament, led the
team.
The JV ScholarBills were
more confident.
Captain Matt Rechtien said,
“I thought we were going to be
number one because all the teams
we lost to last year … were a bunch
of sophomores.”
Led by sophomore captains Rechtien and Dominic
LaMantia,the team capped off its
11-1 season with a championship
win against the DeSmet JV team.
During the second semester,
the Jr. Bills will compete in the
district tournament against teams
outside their current division. If
they win the district tournament,
they go onto the state tournament
for a chance at the title of Scholar
Bowl State Champions.

in for their homeroom’s family.
With homerooms adopting one
family each, there were a total of
40 adopted families each year. This
year, however, student homerooms
will not be participating in the drive
because of its proximity to Mission
Week.
“We think it’s just too much
to ask from the students and their
families,” said Assistant Principal
for Student Life Brock Kesterson,
explaining that the school community, consisting mostly of students,

raised over $13,000 last week that
was distributed to four different
charities.
However, each academic department, plus the staff in the main
office, will be adopting families.
Although some homeroom teachers have helped bring in items
during the homeroom Christmas
drives, and certain departments and
offices have brought in charitable
goods for different causes in the
past, this is the first year in which
each department will work together
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to donate items. Each department
is providing goods for one or two
families, with a total of 17 families
being adopted by the faculty and
staff.
“Ideally, next year (we’d) like
to have Mission Week sometime
during the spring so that we can
still have the Christmas Drive for
students this time of year,” said
CSP Coordinator Simonie Bieber.

Bocca! Senior James Van Camp
with his Inferno ice sculpure.

Chess team (1-1) defeats Belleville East JAMES VAN CAMP
Coach Frank Kovarik
attributed the success to the
team’s fuel.
“We ate some seven-layer
cookies that (junior) Kyle
Padberg’s mom brought,”
Kovarik explained.
East, without seven-layer
cookies or a fifth player, forfeited the No. 5 table to freshman Alvaro Gudiswitz. The
forfeit was Gudiswitz’s first
victory of the year and put
SLUH ahead 4 -0.
The game clocks began
their rhythmic tick as the
SLUH chess team squared off
on the other four boards. The
No. 4 board featured early
success, as sophomore Nick
Hunsaker toppled East’s
Junior Kyle Padberg notes down the moves of his Scott Williams in a merciless
opponent in the match against Belleville East.
twenty-minute match. Hunsaker mastered the board,
by Jack Witthaus
winning the piece count the entire
staff
game while striking his pawns
t was a clash between Gate- forward at a furious pace. Hunsaker
way Chess League cellar felt the win was based largely on
dwellers when the St. Louis U. his superb strategy, which involved
High (1-1) chess team took on a checkmate setup that only took a
Belleville East (0-2) at SLUH few moves.
Padberg, however, could not
on Wednesday. SLUH and East
had both dropped their season ride the tide of victory at the No. 2
opening matches, and came into table. Padberg’s opponent, Tyrelo
Wednesday’s match hungry. Perry, threw an offensive arsenal
However, SLUH’s appetite got at him, and he faltered in the face
the better of East in a lopsided of enemy fire.
“I should have won. I don’t
23-7 victory.
PHOTO BY HAROLD WAYNE

I

know how it happened,” Padberg
said. “I guess I wasn’t paying attention. It looked like I could win.”
Puzzling as the loss seemed,
an even bigger head scratcher occurred at table No. 3, where senior
Ralph Scozzafava frequently left
the board to check on the other
games in the room—even when
his clock was running. Oddly
enough, the signature “Scozzafava
Stand Up” bolstered Scozzafava’s
performance, giving him the win.
As night fell outside the
generous windows of the Ignatian
Conference room, senior Kevin
Buettner stared down East’s Nick
Monte around the No. 1 table. It
was do-or-tie time, for a loss from
Buettner would result in a draw for
the team. But Buettner, exhausted
from his marathon loss a week
earlier, succeeded in little over an
hour. Although Monte drew first
blood, Buettner carefully worked
the game into his favor, maneuvering his pieces to deliver steady
knockout blows.
“Basically I played a good
defense,” Buettner said. “I forced
him into a couple of bad moves
and then pounded on him.”
With Buettner’s crucial blow,
SLUH will enter the new year 1-1
and will take on John Burroughs
on Jan. 5.

Pax Christi benefit concert kicks off today
by Jack Godar
reporter

G

et ready to get your groove
on to the sweet rhythm of
St. Louis U. High’s Pax Christi
benefit concert, which is being
held today. And to the joy of music lovers, the concert is being
held a bit earlier than in years
past.
The concert’s proceeds will
benefit Moun Pou Moun (pronounced Moon Pooh Moon), an
organization that helps children
in Haiti attend school. In Haiti,
the cost of educating one child is
100 percent of an average family
income.
The concert was moved up
because an anonymous donor has
pledged to match all donations to
Moun Pou Moun until Dec. 31.
With proceeds being doubled for
the concert, it should raise about
$2,000 if attendance figures are
consistent with last year.
“Last year we raised about
$900, and that puts about 3 kids
through school for a year,” said
English teacher David Callon.
It was Callon who made the
connection between Pax Christi
and Moun Pou Moun two years
ago. He is good friends with the

founders of the charity, Rodney
Yarnal and Christen Parker, who
are married.
“Dr. Callon and his family
have been supporters of MPM from
the very beginning,” said Parker.
Parker said that she and Yarnal
plan to be at the concert this year,
as they were two years ago.
“I was at the first one you
all threw. It was really fantastic,”
Parker said of that concert.
Parker also said that Pax
Christi is an important donor for
Moun Pon Moun.
“SLUH Pax Christi has really
been a wonderful helper,” Parker
said.
The concert will feature SLUH
bands including the Jive-Tones, Ainokeah, Morning View Drive, and
a few solo acts by senior Michael
Blair.
Pax Christi had planned to
advertise more this year, but that
plan did not come to fruition.
“We sort of got sidetracked
because we went on the Ignatian
Family Teach-In, and we were
really inspired by that, which is
great, but at the same time we put
the concert by the wayside,” said
senior Joe Earsom.
Despite the fact that Pax
Christi’s original advertising plans

did not pan out, they still have flyers
posted around the school.
The members of Pax Christi
do not think the lack of advertising
will make a difference, as they feel
that the concert is attended by the
same type of people each year.
“We tend to attract mostly the
guys interested in music. It would
be nice to see a broader slice,”
Callon said.
Callon also thinks that if
people knew more about the concert, more people would come.
“A lot of people would really
enjoy it, but they just don’t realize
that it’s something that would be a
lot of fun,” Callon said
The concert will change locations, moving from the Schulte
theater to the Commons. Earsom
thinks that will improve the atmosphere.
“It will provide more dancing
space. Pax Christi likes to dance.
We like to get down with it,” Earsom said.
No matter what happens, Pax
Christi has one major goal, and
that is to help as many people as
they can with the proceeds from
the concert.
“We just want to get as much
money we can for that charity,”
said Earsom.

CARVES INFERNO
ICE SCULPTURE

by Adam Cooley
and Justin Dussold
reporters

S

enior James Van Camp’s
frozen masterpiece was unveiled in the second story J-wing
hallway last Friday: an ice sculpture depicting a character from
Dante’s Inferno. Not everyone
got a chance to see it, because
it was only on display Friday
before it was moved outside to
prevent a watery mess.
Although the statue was
short-lived, Van Camp went above
and beyond what he had to do for
his poetry class project. Poetry
teacher Terry Quinn assigned his
senior poetry class a project on
Dante’s Inferno, and gave them
a wide range of possible projects.
The 21 poetry students’ projects
varied from musical recordings,
poems, translations, drawings,
and comic books to translations of
sections from the other two parts
of Dante’s Divine Comedy. Senior
Clayton Petras even made a fired
clay sculpture of Bertran de Born,
who was depicted in the Inferno
carrying his head like a lantern.
Van Camp decided the project was a perfect time to flex his
new skill in ice sculpting. He had
learned the skill about a year ago
from his father, who runs an ice
sculpting business in Kirkwood.
Van Camp’s sculpture detailed
Bocca degli Abati, who betrayed
Dante’s political party in battle and
was damned to the ninth circle of
hell, doomed to be encased in ice
for eternity. The sculpture shows
Bocca’s hair, wild and flowing.
In the epic poem, Dante tears out
chunks of Bocca’s hair to force the
sinner to reveal his identity.
Van Camp delicately fashioned
the sculpture, then transported it to
St. Louis University High in a
temperature-controlled cargo truck
from his father’s business, and then
carefully moved into the J-wing art
gallery on a handcart. After the long
journey, it was only on display for
a single day, then taken down and
broken up outside before it melted
too much.
Despite its one-day display,
there were still many students
lucky enough to find the sculpture.
“I think it was a magnificent piece
of art that truly reflected the beauty
of Dante’s Inferno,” said freshman
Patrick Conrey.
The sculpture’s unmelted
remains can be found at the foot
of the statue of St. Ignatius on the
upper field.
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Mission Week: fun and games with purpose

Before we start bemoaning the loss of
our time-honored tradition of Spirit Week,
let’s consider the upgrade that STUCO has
tried out. The old Spirit Week was focused
on having fun as a school while watching
students slide in putrid cafeteria food in Wet
Billies or gulp down inordinate quantities of
maple syrup in the Fear Factor competition.
Such Dionysian activities, though amusing,
do little to live up to the high standards we
pound into freshmen in their first weeks
here—“Men for Others,” “Ad Majorem Dei
Gloriam.”
Last week, however, we saw the sort
of actions those mottoes describe. In Mission Week, Student Council combined the
fun activities that bring us together and
the activities that force us to consider our
connection to the wider world. As with
Spirit Week, we enjoyed things like wearing pajama pants and bathrobes to class or
playing an enthusiastic, almost-violent mass
game of musical chairs. We also replaced

the gross-out games with harmless fun like
teacher karaoke. But Mission Week added a
completely new dimension—like the Hunger
Banquet and Issues Day in 2008, Father Jeff
Harrison’s speech last Monday provided
that always-necessary jab in the gut that
forced us to examine things we normally
ignore—exactly where the products we buy
come from, for example, and who is affected
by our actions as consumers.
Furthermore, we learned more about
those our charities helped on Tuesday when
representatives from the charities visited the
school, generating critical thinking about
SLUH students’ obligations to the poor in
South Dakota, Belize, and elsewhere.
Even the fun activities were clearly for
a greater purpose. When students clamored
to play Connect Four with Mr. Hannick,
bought tickets for Mr. Brown’s date raffle,
or applauded the vocal efforts of faculty at
karaoke, they understood that their monetary
donations supported a good cause and eased

the suffering of others. This is due primarily to Student Council’s efforts to inform
students about the purpose of Mission
Week. The STUCO officers that lobbied
for, planned, and orchestrated Mission Week
deserve our praise. They succeeded in bringing a diverse group of over 1,000 students
and faculty together to donate $14,325.47 to
charities and to be awakened to the millions
of people around the world less fortunate
than they.
Often, when we’re not elegizing a lost
tradition, we’re busy christening a new one
before we’ve even considered if it’s something that we ought to do year after year.
As Fr. Harrison said, “If we do it once, it’s
tradition.” But Mission Week is different.
STUCO brought together the best elements
of SLUH—fun, community, and concern for
others—into one great week. Mission Week
is an event that ought to be a tradition.

Letter

Former editor defends Conversation Cube

To the editors:
Having dealt with the creator of the
Conversation Cube, Adam Cruz, since the
days when he was mouthing off to CYC
referees during our third grade baseball
games, I can tell you that this issue most
definitely came up at the Cube’s inception
and that I most definitely had this discussion at that time, but there is no reasoning
with the man when he comes up with an
alliteration he thinks is clever (for more
evidence on that, see “Cruz’s Crumbs” pg.
3 of Vol. 74, Issue 14).
HOWEVER...
In loyalty to the Prep News staff, I
will justify the name in two ways. First, a
cube in the classical sense has length, width
and depth. However, a three-dimensional
object is possible with three other dimensions, perhaps length, width and time. Although a single installment of the series
may not appear three-dimensional, with
the cube’s recurring week after week, the
institution that is “Conversation Cube” is
a three-dimensional entity. Considering a
given installment of the Cube in terms of,
say, a math-class plot, I do not see a specified

scale on the cube in the Prep News. Sadly, a
big challenge in journalism is to give limited
perspective in the interest of saving readers
time and holding their interest. Math students

The Volume LXXV Prep News editorial policy serves the purpose of being the
vehicle of the personal opinion, whether
from students, faculty, or others wishing to
voice an opinion. All topics discussed in the
section will be related to St. Louis University
High School.
Nothing published either as an editorial
or as a letter to an editor should be considered
the opinion of the school, the administration,
or anyone other than its author or authors.
A Prep News editorial is the opinion
of all five editors on a particular topic. In
their writing, the editors will make a strong
attempt to express their views in a clear and
accurate fashion.
A commentary or column is defined as
an opinion of one member of the Prep News
staff, not of the Prep News itself.
Every member of the SLUH community
is welcomed and encouraged to submit a letter to the editors. Every letter received by the

editors will be read and given consideration.
All letters must be signed, but the author’s
name may be withheld from publication by
request and at the discretion of the editors.
The Prep News editors reserve the right
to edit any submissions for publication in
order to meet grammatical standards, but
they will not skew the author’s original
intent. Also, the editors reserve the right to
withhold from publication any submission
if it is deemed vulgar, tasteless, or otherwise
inappropriate.
All authors wishing to have letters
published must submit them by 4:00 p.m.
the Wednesday before the letter is to be
published.
Letters can be given to any Prep News
editor or moderator. In addition, letters can
be mailed to the Prep News courtesy of St.
Louis University High School, 4970 Oakland, St. Louis, MO 63110, or e-mailed to
prepnews@sluh.org.

do much the same thing when, rather than
folding paper into each three-dimensional
figure that they deal with, they simply
draw the figure, with certain techniques,
on two-dimensional paper (I miss this;
we have to write MATLAB codes to plot
everything now).
Like a math student drawing a 3-D figure, Prep News reporters must approach
their stories from an angle. In the case
of the Conversation Cube, that angle is
usually slightly above and looking down
on the Cube, which foreshortens its length
relative to its width, creating the illusion of
incongruent dimensions. I have included a
drawing of a scaled Conversation Cube to
clarify this illusion, as well as to represent
the cubic nature of the conversation as it
recurs over time.
Theoretical graphic by Matt Bettonville

Platform
Volume LXXV

My justifications aside, good point.
Matt Bettonville, Class of 2009
Editor Emeritus, PN 74

Editorial Policy
Volume LXXV

As the student-run newspaper of St.
Louis University High School, the Prep
News is a weekly publication that strives to
inform the SLUH community about events
and people, with its focus on those pertaining
to the school, primarily through the written
word.
The Prep News is neither the voice of
the administration nor the students. Rather,
the newspaper serves to gather and distribute
information for the entire school. The Prep
News editors and staff members make every
effort to be objective in their news coverage
and editing.
The members of the editorial staff
are co-workers and share equally the duties of writing, copy-editing, layout, and
staff management. All of the editors share
responsibility and leadership of the paper.
The editors are supported by a core staff
of regular reporters, who are frequently
underclassmen.
It is the role of the editors to seek out
and facilitate the reporting of all significant
news at SLUH. While any faculty member
or student is welcome to submit suggestions
for potential articles, the Prep News is never
obligated to publish any article idea; the editors reserve the right to deem any potential
article un-newsworthy and retain it from
publication for this or any other reason.
Our primary emphasis as editors of the
Prep News is upon clear and accurate writing
and careful editing. But we do attempt to
include some visual expression—photography, drawing, technical aids, etc.—in every
issue. Despite our desire to make the paper
visually appealing, we commit ourselves not
to allow form to supersede substance.
The Prep News strongly encourages
underclassman involvement, and our office
on the second floor of the Jesuit Wing, room
J220, is always open for involvement, criticism, praise, or suggestions. Without student
reaction and feedback, the Prep News could
not function.
If the Prep News is inaccurate, we will
try to correct any significant error in the
following issue.
Furthermore, the editors assume sole
responsibility for the text of news and sports
articles, features, and editorials. We encourage faculty or students who take issue with
the manner in which the news was reported
or find an error to bring it to the attention of
the editors, not the individual reporters.
This is the platform of the editors of
Volume LXXV of the Prep News.
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Corrections & Amplifications
The Prep News would like to correct a
number of misreported stats in last week’s
hockey article. The shooting statistics for
two games were misreported. Against DeSmet, it was stated the Jr. Bills outshot their
opponent 33-13, but in fact the margin was
26-22 in SLUH’s favor. Against Chaminade,
it was reported that SLUH outshot the Red
Devils 27-25 for a 2-0 win. SLUH actually

outshot Chaminade 28-26 for a 4-2 win. It
was also stated that junior goalie Thomas
Place stopped 12 shots against Webster. He,
in fact, stopped a total of 17 shots. Finally,
the Jr. Bills’ record was incorrect. It was
reported as 4-2, but as of Dec. 3, the team
held a 5-1 record. The Prep News regrets
the errors.
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Junior Ben Luczak recites his winning rendition of“The Death of Allegory,” at
Tuesday’s Poetry Out-Loud competition.
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From books to bytes: technology changes research at SLUH
by Nick Fandos
editor in chief

PHOTOS BY TED WIGHT

F

rom research papers in history class to
presentations in biology, research is
at the core of the educational experience
at St. Louis U. High. No student escapes
the frantic search for that final journal article or one more print source necessary
to call his long-term project finished. But
the way in which he finds those sources
is slowly changing as more information
becomes available online and less in print.
Browse through the stacks of the St.
Louis U. High Robinson Library and you will
find SLUH recognizes this shift. Harder to
find are the magazines that were once mainstays or the encyclopedia sets that served
as a starting point for a research project. At
the same time, just a few clicks on the Web
reveal vast new databases offering access to
publications and journals previously unattainable at the high school level.
As head librarian Cortney Schraut explained, the SLUH library collections are
primarily research-based. While she stocks
some classic and popular fiction, non-fiction
research materials make up the bulk of resources students can access at SLUH. Often
those resources take the form of specialized
encyclopedias or other non-fiction books.
But publishers that long supplied libraries and personal collections like SLUH’s
are starting to transition into strictly digital
formats. So as Schraut receives requests
for books and sources, the physical copies
on which she typically relies are becoming
more and more scarce, forcing research to
go online.
“It all kind of is a circle of life of these
materials. I had to buy something, because
we were just running out of stuff left and
right for students, but I can’t go and replenish
that in a hard copy because there isn’t one,”
said Schraut.
SLUH has subscribed to online journal
databases like EBSCOhost and JSTOR for
several years, but Schraut purchased the
first book database earlier this fall. Ebrary,
as the database is called, has a collection
of over 40,000 works covering everything
from medicine to literature which can all
be read online. Schraut purchased a preset
collection called “Academic Complete,” and
pays a yearly membership cost.
Other electronic book systems that
Schraut explored, along with devices like the
Kindle or iPad, only allow for one person
to access a text at a time, similar to the way
a traditional library would work. Schraut
explained she was attracted to ebrary because
it allows for the same text to be opened
by multiple users at once from their home
computers.
“For some things it will be great, for
some things it will be a little bit harder, but
it’s a good starting point,” said Schraut of
ebrary. “I felt like we just needed something,
needed to just start with something and go
from there.”
Due to complications with the ebrary

A look into the library Left: Senior Ben Emnett reads in the library after school Wednesday. Right: Junior Daniel Tlapek uses a computer in the library.
provider, the database was not up and running
until October. Because of the delay, Schraut
has not yet been able to get a good read on
how effectively it is being used, though she
said the students she has talked to offered
positive feedback.
Despite the positive reviews, Schraut
said the database does have drawbacks. For
example, it is more expensive to purchase
individual books on ebrary than in print
because ebrary requires the purchase of a
license to the book rather than just a single
copy. Schraut is exploring the possibility
of using other programs to purchase single
digital copies of books.
“It’s not perfect, a lot of these things
aren’t,” said Schraut.
In addition to ebrary, Schraut has purchased a newspaper database and the Gail
Virtual Reference Library just this year,
in addition to the over half-dozen online
databases already being used.
As more databases and other resources
become available online, the way SLUH students do research is fundamentally changing.
No longer is it necessary to start research in
a library, as electronic sources like Wikipedia
and Google books make preliminary research
accessible from just about anywhere.
“I think that before you might have
actually read parts of the book, whereas now
the databases make it so easy to just pull out
(what you want),” said Schraut. “So instead
of you reading an actual book, it will just pull
out a chapter. So it’s a little bit different. For
research it’s great. For just general reading,
I still think nothing’s better than picking up
an actual book and reading that.”
While fiction and pleasure readers may
not find electronic reading beneficial, Schraut
thinks that it is ideal for research. Online
databases let a researcher search for specific
information and return only applicable passages, where books take more time.
“I have never purchased a set of encyclopedias in four years, and I will never buy

them,” said Schraut. “Those will eventually
just be done away with, because it’s just not
necessary anymore. There’s just so much
more to get that information—that first step
research. You can look at Wikipedia or just
any kind of online source for that general
first step of research.”
The social studies department is the
primary user of the library’s collections.
Freshman and sophomore global history
classes often begin their research in the
library when working on research papers
and other projects. For many students, the
class time in the library is the first exposure
to research they get.
Those freshman and sophomore classes
are experiencing the frontlines of technology’s influence on research.
Global History II teacher Tim O’Neil
explained that he requires his students to
find a number of print sources in addition
to digital ones. He said the goal of research
projects is to teach students to research effectively using the best possible sources.
Whether an online journal or print
book, researchers should be looking for the
most useful, topical information, O’Neil
explained.
For that reason, O’Neil does not see
exclusively online resources eclipsing or
replacing books any time soon.
U.S. History teacher Bob O’Connell
does not have preference over which sources
his students use. He had Schraut purchase a
historic newspaper database called Proquest
to aid students in their research projects on the
presidents, and encourages online research
as long as it is effective.
“It definitely makes it easier to access the
information,” said O’Connell of the online
databases. Despite the variety of materials the
databases make available, though, O’Connell
said the technology sometimes gets in the
way.
“A class about research sometimes
becomes a computer fundamentals class,”

he said, explaining that differences between
databases cause confusion and slow down
researchers.
Schraut currently maintains an independent budget for print and for electronic
resources. While she has increased the
electronic budget over the last several years,
the print one has remained steady or slightly
shrunk. Despite that budget disparity, Schraut
does not plan to start phasing books out any
time soon.
“We’re still pretty strong on the books. I
think the nice thing with ebrary is that you’re
never without something, never without
some sort of research,” said Schraut. “The
important thing is it’s there as an extra as
a supporting collection to what we already
have. And eventually as we move on, years
from now, it will definitely be more centered
towards electronic and far less books.”
Unlike books, periodicals have already
begun to be phased out, according to Schraut.
A combination of failing print publications
and low interest has led to a steady decrease
in magazines available in the library in recent
years.
“It’s started. It’s maybe not gotten to
books quite yet, but it’s definitely starting
with periodicals,” said Schraut. “I know that
there’s a definite push electronically. And
really for periodicals that’s the best thing
that ever could have happened to have all
that stuff electronically because, although it’s
nice to have an actual copy of the magazine,
as far as searching articles and things they
can’t make it easier.”
As technology rapidly changes,
Schraut’s job as librarian is perpetually
in flux. Metadata and database lingo have
replaced the Dewey Decimal system of old,
and it is a librarian’s job to adapt to these
changes.
“Librarianship is ever-changing. It’s
never consistent,” said Schraut.

Computer Lab
Computer Classroom
Library Lab
Marquette (2nd Floor Copy)
Faber (Math)
Kircher (S301)
Regis (M113)
Xavier (M117)
Loyola (S201)
Bellarmine (Hannick)
Gonzaga (221c)
Ignatius (2nd Floor Copy)

Technology Usage by Area or Cart As shown above, desktop computers get much more usage than laptop carts and the carts with newer laptops (i.e. Loyola, Gonzaga, Bellarmine) get more usage than the
ones with old iBooks (i.e. Faber). The data presented above should be only used as a comparison between carts, not an absolute measure of the hours of usage. The rough estimate of the number of hours of usage over the course
of the school year presented here is based on logs of computer communications with the server while someone is logged in.
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Inside the magic box: students explore the world of programming

by Matt Cooley
core staff

PHOTO BY TED WIGHT

S

t. Louis U. High’s computer lab is
packed during activity period. Along
one row of glowing iMacs, students put
together slides for history presentations,
type up theology papers, sort through
their Zimbra inboxes, or put on headphones and stare intently at a video game.
A few students, however, are doing something that’s harder to recognize at first glance.
They type out lines and lines of cryptic
commands, a seemingly alien language of
short words and symbols. In one corner,
two students turn their screens toward each
other and point at them, conversing in bizarre
technical jargon.
These cryptic commands are C++ and
Java codes, and the students typing them
up are part of SLUH’s extensive computer
science program. The programming classes
offered here have created a culture where
students pursue projects beyond what is
required for homework, finding ways to apply the technology skills they’re learning to
other areas of their lives. The students say that
programming is a new way of thinking, and
by learning it, they better understand what’s
going on behind the scenes in the Zimbra
inbox or the video game on the screens next
to them.
Besides Computer Fundamentals, which
is required for all freshmen, SLUH offers
eight computer courses. They include Introductions to C++ and Java, AP Computer
Science, Advanced Topics in Computer
Science, and Artificial Intelligence. Courses
are offered to introduce students to programming games, web sites, and iPhones as well.
According to Computer Science Chair Steve
Nicollerat, roughly 90 students are involved
in the five elective Computer Science classes
offered this semester.
Junior Nathan Schellenberg was one of
the students with code on his screen in the
computer lab. He’s working on a project
for Advanced Topics in Computer Science:
comparing the efficiency of two different
methods for searching a list of numbers. Both
of the algorithms are typed up in Java code.
Schellenberg said understanding the seemingly magic code is valuable as a means to
understand the programs that are built with
it.
“I think a lot of people look at technology, like computers, as magic boxes,” he
said. “So I think it’s good to understand
what goes on inside a computer, at least at
a very basic level.”
The process itself is fairly simple. The
computer assembles the code into a working
program—a step called compiling—and follows the instructions in the code line by line.
Much of programming is deciding which
instructions to use and how to arrange them
to produce a desired result, which often takes
many rounds of testing and fixing.
“It’s kind of a cool thing because it’s a
new way of thinking,” said junior Stephen
Rubio.
“(Programming teaches) a lot of logical
skills, the way you process information,”
said junior Dominic Margherio.
For students like junior Paul Harris,
this logical process is interesting enough to
explore outside of class. Harris takes Java
and Advanced Topics, and after discussing
sorting algorithms in one class, he tried to
create his own. After he got it working and
brought his code in to class, he found out
that what he had created had a name—it was
actually a common software technique called
a binary tree. This culture—where students
not only bring their knowledge from class to
their own experiments, but also bring these
ideas back to class—is a major feature of
SLUH’s computer science program.
“I think what’s really cool is that if you
give them the opportunity, and they enjoy
it, they will exceed your expectations,”
said Nicollerat. He said that he has granted

Junior Brad Hoffmeister types out C++ code in the computer lab.

extensions to students who have asked for
extensions on assignments so that they can
do more than what is required.
“I’ve kind of gone ahead in the book on
my own just because I want to learn a lot
more about it because it’s more and more
interesting the more you figure out,” said
Rubio.
Junior Chris Cruzen has also been
looking ahead in his Java textbook to learn
how to create Graphical User Interfaces, or
GUIs. In the computer lab, Cruzen opens up
his project to show his progress on his latest
contraption. A window with buttons, checkboxes, and sliders appears on his screen. He
clicks the buttons and shows that they make
the window flash colors and show pop-up
windows.
“It doesn’t really have a purpose,” said
Cruzen. “It’s just getting the concepts down
because I wanted to just get one that’s functional and then I can play with it.”
Since its beginning, the Computer Science program has attracted people who are
interested in programming in their free time.
In the 1990s, SLUH’s six-period schedule
didn’t allow time for elective classes. Although he wanted to start a programming
class, Nicollerat couldn’t fit it in to the schedule. He decided to exercise his only option:
to set up an after-school class. Introduction
to Programming with HyperCard (a programming language which is now defunct) met
from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. once a week.
SLUH’s transition to a seven-period
schedule in 2001, as well as the opportunity
for students to earn their required computer
credit by taking Computer Fundamentals in
the summer, gave the department room to
expand to its current size of eight courses.
The seven other courses remain electives,
although some basic programming concepts
are introduced in Computer Fundamentals
to get students interested in taking more
advanced classes. This broad scope of classes
is unusual for a high school in the United
States, according to Nicollerat.
According to Nicollerat, many high
schools that have computer science classes
only offer AP Computer Science. Offering
programming below the AP level is part of
Nicollerat’s goal to make programming more
accessible to students. To take the AP class
at SLUH, Computer Fundamentals, C++,
and Java are all prerequisites.
“What we do here is provide a runway,
a ramp that gives our kids the chance to
make sure they can do it and do it well,”
said Nicollerat.
Before they even leave the runway,
however, many students in the program have
taken flights to other areas of interest and
found uses for programming in other areas
of their lives.
Cruzen built a math flashcard program
for his younger sister. The program randomly
generated addition problems and asked the
user to fill in the answer. If his sister had
done the problem correctly, the program

displayed a smiley face; if it was wrong, it
would ask her to try again.
“It was essentially teaching her basic
math, and I did that based on what I know
from Java,” said Cruzen.
Rubio also has been working on a mathrelated project in his free time, although the
math behind it is more complicated than
simple addition: he is building an application,
complete with a GUI, that factors equations
as he has learned to do in Algebra.
“(I’m using) all the different tricks that
we’ve (learned),” said Rubio. “I eventually
hope that I’ll just be able to plug in a couple
of numbers, and it will give me an answer.”
As another experiment with GUIs, Harris
is working on creating a grade book application in Java. He’s not planning to add
online capabilities, but says he plans to make
it otherwise as full-featured as any professional application.
“Right now it’s over 500 lines long,”
he said. “In the end it will be over 1000.”
Junior Matt Hruz is exploring the uses
of C++ not for any school-related project,
but for his fantasy football league.
“I noticed this one feature it didn’t have,”
said Hruz. “While the points are racking up
it doesn’t show me the difference between
the two (scores). So I was thinking I could
write a C++ program that could access the
internet, take the info I need off the web
page, put it into the program, and calculate
them that way.”
Hruz said that while working on this
program, his imagination got a little bit
ahead of the knowledge he has obtained
from less than a semester of programming
classes. However, by taking small steps, he
plans to realize his vision.
“Sometimes I do get in a bit over my
head,” he said. “(But I do) little things; I try
to teach myself as I go along.”
That it takes lots of time and practice
to make interesting programs is one major
frustration that students voiced. Some students practice Hruz’s approach of working
slowly on their own to overcome the limits
of their knowledge, but some choose to patiently wait until they learn more advanced
topics in class.
“(Java class is) a really good learning
experience,” said Margherio. “It’s a lot of
work, though … I don’t really program much
outside of class.”
“I’m planning to (program on my own)
once I get a bit better,” said sophomore Joe
Moran.
Cruzen estimated that about a third of
the students in his Java class programmed
outside of class on a regular basis. However,
he pointed out that even for those who don’t
use their skills while they’re still in class,
there are many opportunities where programming could be useful in the future.
Preparing students to understand
whether or not their futures should include
computer science is a cornerstone of Nicollerat’s vision for the program.

“They can decide while they’re in high
school that it might or might not be something that they’re interested in in college,”
said Nicollerat. “They don’t have to go to
college and then take a guess that they might
be interested in it. So that’s an important
thing. And here’s the real good thing: when
they get to college, if they are interested,
they become the leaders of their peers.”
SLUH’s statement about its technology program on its website states, “It is
imperative that students leave SLUH fully
prepared for the ‘wired world’with a practical
knowledge and degree of competence that
will serve them well for years to come.”
Students, as well as Nicollerat, agreed
that learning to program wasn’t an essential
part of preparing students to use technology
effectively, so SLUH should continue to offer Computer Science as an elective. Still,
they pointed out that for students with an
interest in computers, programming offers a
challenge that gives them immense personal
satisfaction.
“I’ve always believed that programming
is an art in its own way,” said Rubio. “It’s
very logical, but when you finish it, you
kind of have the feeling that you’ve solved
a puzzle.”
“It’s kind of like another use for logic
and math and it’s really applying it to the
real world,” said Harris.
“I’m a nerd. I like it. It’s fun,” said
Cruzen.
And programming gives students at
SLUH a perspective that’s rare for students
to see in most high schools. They understand
the building blocks of what makes up the
“magic boxes” that sit in rows in SLUH’s
computer lab, and recognize the power and
limits of the technology.
“They begin to understand that that
little black box—there’s reasons why that
black box does what it does, and that it’s
not magic,” said Nicollerat. “There are some
real human beings behind whatever takes
place, in the form of their creativity. Think
of a game. My goodness, the creativity and
imagination that it takes not only to play
a game but to develop that game—that’s
awesome. That’s somebody’s imagination
there, coming to life.”

REWIRED

(from 1)
One of the main reasons for implementing the change was to make sure that
teachers in the classroom had the opportunity
to access the Internet quickly and as often
as they wish, and not have to worry about
overwhelming student use causing the class
to lose time.
“Any given teacher wanting to show a
demo (in class) won’t have to compete with
a bunch of students who are down in the
lab playing Halo on the computer now,” said
Dickmann.

Quote of the Week
“I’ve been in the Prep News for
ten straight weeks!”
		
–Kevin O’Meara
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Improves head to head
record to 34-1
by Fritz Simmon
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High racquetball team (5-0) pulled
off a team-wide sweep of Vianney and Chaminade last week.
The senior doubles team,
seniors Luke Hellwig and Aaron
Heisohn, got the ball rolling against
Vianney last Thursday by winning
a nail-biting match. Vianney’s
doubles team featured two very
quick players who could get to
nearly every shot. Their quickness
caused Team Hellsohn to hit many
ceiling balls in order to keep their
opponents in the back of the court.
The strategy paid off, as SLUH
pulled off a crucial 15-13, 15-9
win.
The only other close victory
of the day was from senior No. 3
seed and co-captain Joe Murray.
Murray got off to a slow start,
skipping many easy backhand shots
and letting his opponent control the
front of the court. After Murray lost
the first game 15-12, he settled in
the second game by hitting nearly
all pass shots, which allowed him
to take control of the rest of the
match. Murray dominated the final
two games, winning 15-3, 11-5.
All other matches that day
were won with relative ease. Senior
No. 1 seed and co-captain Nick
Schmidt won 15-5, 15-7, followed
by a 15-10, 15-10 win from junior
No. 2 seed Joe Koch. Once again,
junior No. 4 Rob Laurentius had
a team-low number of points allowed, winning 15-3, 15-3. Junior
No. 5 Fritz Simmon also won in
a tiebreaker despite losing the
first game 15-9. Junior No. 6 Jack
Mohrmann continued the winning
streak by defeating his opponent
15-8, 15-8.
“My opponent’s style was a
little unorthodox, but my drive
serve helped me to dominate the

Doubles team member senior Luke Hellwig sets for a shot in his match.

game,” said Mohrmann.
SLUH’s victory over Chaminade came even easier than the
win against Vianney. With every
player hitting solid pass shots and
controlling the center of the court,
SLUH defeated Chaminade in no
time. Schmidt got the team going,
winning 15-9, 15-7. Schmidt was
followed by a solid 15-6, 15-3 win
from Koch. After Koch came Murray and Laurentius. Each allowed
a team-low number of points, both
winning 15-2, 15-2.
“I held control of the court
position, which allowed for a
quick game,” Laurentius said of
his match.
Simmon and Mohrmann also
won matches.
SLUH’s day was capped off by
a 15-7, 15-6 win from the new Team
Reitzwig (made up of sophomore

Alex Reitz and Hellwig). Reitz took
over for Heisohn, who was ill. After
Reitz’s graceful performance on the
court this past Tuesday, it is now a
question of who will be Hellwig’s
partner for the next match.
The varsity team’s win moves
it to 34-1 on the season in match
play and a 5-0 record overall. This
great success is very promising for
the Jr. Bills, since the second half of
their schedule is exactly the same
as the first.
“At the halfway point in the
season I feel like we are fulfilling
the expectations that Doc has for
us and the expectations we have
for ourselves,” said Mohrmann.
Even though they are only
halfway through the season, the
SLUH team has its hopes set high
for State.

CBC ends hockey’s five game win streak
by Nathan
core staff

T

Rubbelke

he stage seemed to be set.
The St. Louis U. High hockey team (5-3) entered last Friday’s contest against conference
foe and Mid-States hockey powerhouse CBC (6-1) riding a fivegame winning streak and looking
to tally win number six. A raucous SLUH contingent, dressed
in lumberjack flannel, was on
hand, anxious to see what they
hoped would be a SLUH upset.
But hockey can be a cruel sport,
as the Jr. Bills learned in their
11-2 loss to the Cadets on Friday.
Conscious of their successes
in their previous five victories, the
Jr. Bills went into the game with a
plan of attack.
“We wanted to score the first
goal,” said sophomore forward
Chase Berger.
The team knew that scoring
first would give them a boost
against a very tough CBC team.
Even with CBC’s offensive power,
the team believed that it could hang
with last year’s State runner-up.
“We thought that it would be
a close game,” said Berger.
CBC entered the game short-

handed, missing many players who
were out of town for club tournaments. The SLUH squad thought
this would ease their chances for
a victory, but they were incorrect.
CBC coach Jon Jost switched
up his team’s lines to deal with his
lack of players. Instead of three or
four offensive lines, CBC played
with only two. To keep the players fresh, CBC’s lines played for
only 30 seconds at a time before
switching.
With such a short time on the
ice, the line’s only objective was
to cross the blue line and shoot in
order to create scoring opportunities. The strategy worked; CBC
scored six goals in a 12-minute
span in the first period. The teams
headed to the second period with
CBC leading with a dominating
score of 6-0.
SLUH was shocked at the early
results.
“We were a little down, and
there wasn’t much enthusiasm on
the bench,” said Berger.
But the Pangerbills still had
some fire in their bellies as they
never completely caved into the
CBC dominance.
“Our guys never stopped trying to get into position to score,”

said head coach Charlie Busenhart.
Down 7-0, SLUH would get
their spark less than two minutes
into period two when Berger fired
one into the back of the net on a
power play, scoring his third goal
of the season.
Playing with four offensive
lines compared to CBC’s two,
SLUH tried to wear out the shorthanded CBC squad. But CBC never
let their energy drop and piled on
four more goals in the third period.
Junior Trent Lulow would
score SLUH’s second and last goal
on the night with eight minutes
remaining in the game. Lulow
finished with one goal and an assist.
In games like Friday’s, it can
be difficult for a team to find positives in the tough loss. Regardless
of the loss or the score, Busenhart
still had pride in his team at the end
of the night.
“We did not resort to cheap
things,” said Busenhart.
The Jr. Bills play twice this
weekend, and look to bounce back.
On Friday they play Kirkwood at 8
p.m., and they will face off against
Seckman at 7:45 p.m. Saturday
evening at Affton Ice Rink. The
Jr. Bills match up well with both
teams but are wary of overlooking

Underclassmen Sports
B Basketball (3-1)
Thursday, December 2
The Jr. Bills got off to a 3-0 start
by winning the Southside Classic
in preseason action. They played
the Dragons of St. Mary’s at St.
Mary’s in the championship. To
start the game, SLUH got off to a
13-3 start. In the second quarter,
St. Mary’s fought back, but the
Jr. Bills held a 23-20 lead going
into the half. The second half was
back and forth, but SLUH held on
to win 55-44.
—Ben Hutchison
Tuesday, December 7
To start the regular season, the Jr.
Bills faced rival CBC. The Cadets
started off the game hot, leading
19-14 after the first quarter. In
the second quarter, Brian Howard
pumped the team up with two
dunks, and the Jr. Bills pulled to
within four points after CBC started
to pull away. At halftime, coach Tim
Rittenhouse gave some defensive
tips and the Cadets did not score
in the third quarter, getting SLUH
to within three. CBC made some
clutch free throws near the end of
the game to win 49-38, leaving the
Jr. Bills 3-1 on their season.
—Ben Hutchison
C (White) Basketball (3-0)
Friday, December 3
SLUH 51, Bishop DuBourg 10 (St.
Mary’s Tournament)
The Jr. Bills had 3 players with 8
points, and they easily beat Bishop
DuBourg as the SLUH defense held
Bishop DuBourg to just 10 points.
—Stephen Lumetta
Saturday, December 4
SLUH 43, St. Mary’s 19 (St. Mary’s
Tournament)
The SLUH defense held St. Mary’s
to just 19 points, blowing out the
Dragons and going undefeated in
the tournament. SLUH hoped to
stay undefeated last night against
Vianney.
—Stephen Lumetta
C (Blue) Basketball (4-1)
Thursday, December 2
SLUH vs Kirkwood (Webster
Tournament)
Chris Booker had 14 points and
the Jr. Bills’ defense was strong
as SLUH beat Kirkwood in the
Webster Tournament.
—Stephen Lumetta
Friday, December 3
SLUH vs. CBC
Chris Booker had 10 points to help
the Jr. Bills beat their rival.
—Stephen Lumetta
Saturday, December 4
SLUH 67, U. City 27 (Webster
Tournament)
Will Smith scored 13 points while
SLUH played good defense to
get another win in the Webster
Tournament.
—Stephen Lumetta
Wednesday, December 8
SLUH 33, Chaminade 23
Several players scored and contrib-

them.
“We are not going to underestimate anyone,” said Berger.
Busenhart realizes that his
team must move on now and leave
the CBC loss behind.
“Bad things happen,” said
Busenhart. “You just have to get
up and move on to the next game.”

uted on defense to help the Jr. Bills
beat an MCC rival.
—Stephen Lumetta
JV 1-1 Racquetball (5-0)
Tuesday, December 7
SLUH 5, Chaminade 0
After a victorious tournament this
past weekend in which junior Mike
Fotouhi won his bracket, the Jr.
Bills took their energy onto the
court against Chaminade. The Red
Devils never had a chance as SLUH
swept all the matches without much
trouble.
—Stephen Deves
JV 2-2 Racquetball (2-1)
Tuesday, December 7
SLUH 5, Chaminade 0
The JV 2-2 Racquetball team’s
first match was a loss because of
Parkway North’s stellar team, but
in the second match against Parkway West, SLUH pulled the upset
with a 4-1 victory. On Tuesday, the
Racqbills played Chaminade and
got away with a sweep with wins
from Marc Fernan, Sam Martel,
Alex Reitz, Dan Jost, and Tommy
“Big T” Majda.
—Marc Fernan
JV Hockey (6-0)
Sunday, December 5
SLUH 4, Marquette 3
The JV hockey squad kept its perfect record thanks to late defense
and a last-minute goal. Freshman
Christian Hoffmeister scored the
game-winning goal with 29 seconds
remaining and the Jr. Bills won.
—Jack Kinzel
JVD Hockey (3-1)
Saturday, December 4
Westminster 4, SLUH 0
JVD hockey suffered their first
loss of the season to Westminster,
4-0. The Jr. Bills could not get
their offense going as they were
held scoreless. The Jr. Bills have
to forget about this game and look
ahead to their upcoming game on
Saturday.
—Jack Kinzel
JV Wrestling
Thursday, December 2
Windsor 36, SLUH 35
SLUH could not catch up to Windsor as they lost a close one after
coming back from a 30-17 deficit.
Junior Evan Chipley had the only
pin for the Jr. Bills, helping to keep
them close to Windsor.
Saturday, December 4
Parkway South Tournament
SLUH fared well in the long tournament, as two wrestlers notched first
place finishes. Sophomore Dennis
Arroyo won the JV 103 division
and freshman Brandon Bollinger
won the 112 weight class.
Tuesday, December 7
Kirkwood 39, SLUH 36
SLUH 39, CBC 33
The Jr. Bills split their matches
Tuesday with a heartbreaking loss
to Kirkwood and a close win over
CBC. In the Kirkwood match,
junior Patrick Boyle pinned his
opponent in 43 seconds. Freshman
William Doorack helped seal the
deal against CBC with a pin in the
last match.
—Eric Mueth
C Wrestling
Tuesday, December 7
SLUH vs. CBC/Kirkwood
The Jr. Bills were victorious over
CBC and Kirkwood in their trimeet last Tuesday. Freshman Jim
Onder improved to 3-0 on the season, winning both of his matches.
—Sam Greaves
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Basketball MCC Preview

Schmidt

Chaminade (7-1)
Not only are the Red Devils
the MCC favorites, they are also
the favorites to take home the Class
5 State championship. Ranked
#46 in the country by ESPN Rise,
Chaminade is led by a player every
mildly knowledgeable basketball
mind in the greater St. Louis area
has come to know and revere: Brad
Beal. Arguably the best shooting
guard in the country, Beal will take
his talents south to Gainesville,
Florida next year to play for Billy
Donovan and the Gators. In the
meantime, he and fellow seniors
Luke Bumgarner and Brendan
Kelly (also a Division I recruit)
will try to capture their second State
title in three years and Chaminade’s
fifth consecutive MCC title.
CBC (6-2)
Dynamic duo is a very over-

used term in the sports world.
But there are few better ways to
describe CBC senior guards Darion
Rackley and Seth Jackson. Both
averaged in the double digits last
year (on a team that finished third
in the State), and both have the
potential to average over 20 points
per game this year. Led by these
two guards and a bevy of other
seniors (nine total on the roster),
CBC will pose the biggest threat
to Chaminade’s MCC hopes.

DeSmet (3-5)
Youth is the key theme for
the Spartans this year. Starting
sophomores at both the point and
at center, DeSmet looks primed to
be a sleeper in a stacked conference this year. DeSmet returns
last year’s leading scorer, senior
forward Teddy Corwin (16.8 ppg),
who should figure to get even more
looks this year with the emergence
of yet another prime-time St.

Senior Mo Oginni goes up for the ball against CBC guard Darion Rackley.

by Nate Heagney
core staff

T

o discover the story of the
Jr. Bills basketball team last
week, one needed to look no further than the student sections of
St. Louis U. High’s opponents.
The week began with a raucous
Bayless crowd cheering on their
Broncos to the school’s first ever
Southside Classic championship,
as the team beat SLUH 69-47. A
school of only 600 or so students,
Bayless seemed like it had half
of its students in attendance, and
they were all cheering loudly,
overwhelming not only the small
group of SLUH fans but the whole
gym.
And the week ended with
a packed CBC student section
chanting “Let’s beat traffic” and
leaving the game early, hoping to
dodge the Tuesday night gridlock.
The students did not miss much

action, though, as the game was
over well before the final buzzer
ended CBC’s 71-42 win.
Those two moments summed
up a tough week for the Jr. Bills
(2-2, 0-1 MCC), who must now
look to rebound after two blowout
losses. That opportunity for SLUH
comes in the Webster Tournament,
where a team struggling to find its
identity can work out some kinks.
Those kinks appear to be numerous. After winning the Southside Classic the last two years,
the Jr. Bills were knocking on the
door of a three-peat. But not only
could they not come away with a
championship, the Jr. Bills were
throttled by the upstart Bayless
team.
The Bayless crowd serenaded
senior Enis Mehmedovic with an
“MVP!” chant after he was announced as the MVP of the tournament. Mehmedovic led Bayless
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Louis recruit, sophomore center
Nolan Berry. The 6’8” grandson of
SLUH legend Ed Macauley, Berry
averaged 23.7 points per game in
DeSmet’s first tournament, and is
rumored to be getting interest from
the likes of Arizona and Purdue.
Vianney (3-5)
What Brad Beal is for Chaminade, Tony Cochran is for the
Golden Griffins of Vianney. After
being used his freshman year predominately as a shooter, Cochran
emerged last year as a respectable
scorer playing amongst a number
of seniors. This year he looks to
be the featured piece of the Griffin
offense, complemented by junior
point guard Richard Dorhauer and
sophomore small forward Brad
Woodson, as the Griffins look to
surprise some teams this year.
(Last year’s MCC records in parentheses)

Basketbills fall to Bayless, CBC
PHOTO BY TED WIGHT
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with 24 points. However, it was
early threes that buried SLUH.
Sparked by senior Sam Hill’s
resurgence, the Jr. Bills jumped to
a quick 12-5 lead. However, rallying around several three-pointers
from Mehmedovic, Bayless went
on a 29-5 run, burying the Jr. Bills
before halftime.
“Once they got the momentum, with their crowd, it just
seemed like it was their time. It
was going their way. And they shot
really well in the first half,” said
junior forward Daniel Schmidt.
The Jr. Bills hoped to recover
from the blow dealt by Bayless by
ending their seven-game long losing streak to CBC and beating the
Cadets in Town and Country. However, CBC guards Darion Rackley
and Seth Jackson, who have never
lost to SLUH in a varsity game (5-0
for Rackley, 7-0 for Jackson), had
other plans.
Despite shooting the ball well
from the field, the Jr. Bills found
themselves down 38-29 at half. The
Jr. Bills tried multiple defenses in
the first half, all to no avail. CBC
opened the game with a 3-pointer
and never slowed, easily beating
SLUH’s zone defense. They used
their athleticism to get to the basket
for easy points, including a highflying alley-oop from Rackley and
a vicious one-handed slam from
Jackson.
“They’re a team full of phenomenal athletes. We just couldn’t
compete with them athletically,”
said Schmidt.
The Jr. Billikens played Marquette last night in hopes of getting
back on the winning track. Schmidt
said the keys to the game would lie
in the guard play.
“Our guards have to outplay
their guards. There is a lot of size
for both teams, so it’s just going
to come down to how the guards
play,” said Schmidt.
Coach John Ross feels that
his young team, consisting of one
sophomore, eight juniors, and
only five seniors will to improve
throughout the season as they
gather up more varsity experience.
“A lot of guys are getting used
to the varsity level. It is a different
a speed, and takes more intensity,”
said Ross. “We hope to be a different team by mid-season.”

Freshman Sean Mulligan (right) gets back points against his CBC opponent Tuesday.

Mixed results at start
of wrestling season
State medalist Conley
breaks fibula, will
not return
by Mike Lumetta
sports editor

SLUH 45, Windsor 28
Thursday, December 2
The St. Louis U. High wrestling team followed up on its
season-opening 40-36 win over
Hazelwood West with a road win
in Imperial. The meet, which
started at 171 pounds, went back
and forth for several matches. But,
with Windsor up 28-24, SLUH’s
middle weights took control. Junior
140 Nick Danter put SLUH up
with a third-period pin, and junior
captain and 145 Will Whitney got
an overtime win to extend the Jr.
Bill lead.
“I ended up going into overtime and getting a great takedown,”
Whitney said.
Senior captain Espen Conley
and junior Joe Mungenast closed
out the win with pins at 152 and
160, respectively. Junior 189 Tom
Stevens and freshman 112 Sean
Mulligan also contributed pins.
Parkway South Tournament
Friday, December 3-Saturday,
December 4
SLUH earned a respectable
seventh place finish out of 12 teams
with 226 points at the Parkway
South Patriot Classic last weekend,
and Conley and Whitney placed in
the top three. But the Jr. Bills also
suffered a devastating blow when
Conley, a two-time State medalist
and a top contender for a State title
this year, broke his leg.
Conley was wrestling Lindbergh junior Michael Slyman for
the 152-pound championship. With
the match tied 2-2 going into the
third, Conley chose bottom to start
the period. He was struggling to
escape and fell out of bounds.
“I was pulling away, trying to
get away, and we basically trapped
ourselves (at the edge of the mat),”
said Conley. “I started to get away.
I kind of bent down, and then my
ankle rolled in, and I broke my
fibula.”
Conley, SLUH’s best wrestler
and only returning State qualifier, is
now out for the season. He hopes to
return by summer in order to participate in freestyle and folkstyle
offseason tournaments.
“I’m just looking forward to
summer and to get back to Nation-

als. … Hopefully I’ll be going to
Senior Nationals in Virginia Beach
as well,” he said.
Of losing Conley, head coach
Jon Ott said, “We don’t have him,
then that kind of decreases our
skill a little bit. But the other thing
I told (the wrestlers) is they kind
of need to take it upon themselves
to give the team the boost that he
has always given it.”
At Parkway South, Whitney
had the best performance besides
Conley, finishing third. He pinned
Lindbergh’s Derek Massey, a tall,
lanky wrestler, for third place.
Massey had a good cradle and
forced Whitney to get out of a
cradle twice. But Whitney got a pin
immediately after breaking free of
the cradle for the second time, with
25 seconds left in the match.
“He had a cradle, and he got
sloppy, so I reversed it back and put
him on his back,” said Whitney.
Mulligan placed fourth for
the Jr. Bills, and Danter placed
fifth. Mungenast, sophomore 135
Jack Flotte, sophomore 215 Sam
Wilhelm, and junior heavyweight
Parker Schenk also made it to medal
matches and finished sixth.
CBC 40, SLUH 34
SLUH 58, Kirkwood 19
Tuesday, December 7
SLUH split a home tri-meet
Tuesday night, crushing Kirkwood
but dropping its first Metro Catholic
Conference match to rival CBC.
The CBC match came down to the
final weight class.
SLUH jumped out to an early
34-7 lead boosted by the middle
weights, especially Danter, Whitney, and junior 152 Evan Chipley.
But, after Chipley majored
his opponent, the Cadets reeled
off six straight wins from 160 on.
A CBC pin at heavyweight tied the
match at 34, and CBC’s 103 pinned
sophomore Ryan Arroyo in the first
period to give CBC the victory.
In the other part of the tri-meet,
SLUH easily beat a Kirkwood team
with numerous holes in its lineup.
Whitney, junior 130 Connor Edler,
and Wilhelm contributed pins, and
Mungenast majored his opponent
14-1.
Ott said of the tri-meet, “We
actually wrestled better on Tuesday
than the other matches that we
won.”
Whitney said that SLUH’s
young team will start to win more
easily as they gain experience. He
said, “The sophomores are doing
great. They’re making some basic
mistakes, but you got to learn from
those and get past them.”

Do not forget the neediest!
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ON A MISSION

Today

Special Schedule

Fine Arts Assembly
4pm
B,C Wrestling @ Pattonville Quad
6pm
Pax Christi Concert
8pm
Hockey vs. Kirkwood @ Affton Ice Rink
Lunch Special—Chicken Strips
Healthy—Roasted Turkey
8:30pm Basketball @ Webster Tournament

(from 1)
the activities included teacher karaoke, tug of war vs. wrestling coaches Tim Curdt and Don Steingruby, N64 WWE
wrestling with wrestling coach Jon Ott, Rock ’ em Sock ’em
Robots vs. science teacher Tim O’Keefe, and pie-throwing
at Assitant Principal for Student Life Brock Kesterson.
The main activities on Thursday were the “No Shave
November” shave-off, and a science demonstration given by
science teachers Paul Baudendistel and Charlie Busenhart.
The winner of the “No Shave November” contest was Joe
Blume. (Moderator’s note: I refuse to concede.)
On Friday, a school-wide musical chairs contest was
held, with the prize for winning being a golden chair. Senior
Nick Schmidt won.
STUCO used various methods to encourage donations
besides the major events. Senior class social rep Pat Buckley
ran a FIFA11 tournament with a $5 entry fee, and annoying music played on loop in the cafeteria during lunch to
encourage students to donate to turn the music off. Dressdown days also raised a lot of money. Students could pay
$5 Monday to get out of formal attire and $1 to dress in
theme or $2 to dress out of theme for the rest of the week.
The themes were Jersey Day, Pajama Day, Ugly Christmas
Sweater Day, and Blue and White Day.
Behind the seniors were freshmen with $3,548.61,
sophomores with $3,283.02, and juniors with $3,028.85.
Monday’s dress-down raised the most money of any single
event with $4,340.
Senior Tim McCarthy said, “The ways we raised money
were good, like all the little incentives instead of one big
thing.”
Students enjoyed different parts of Mission Week, both
fun and educational events. Wednesday’s teacher activities
and the dress-down themes drew the most attention of the
fundraisers, and Harrison’s talk challenged the beliefs of
many students.
“I liked dressing down and I liked the teacher karaoke,”
said junior Matt Neyer.
“(Harrison’s talk) really helped to see what really goes
into the production of our food and what goes into the making
of our clothing and how we can help distribute the wealth
evenly,” said senior Mitch Kramer.
“Pajama day was definitely my favorite because I
thought that would never be allowed at SLUH, and it was
finally passed,” said Clark. “A lot of people got into it, and
it was just awesome.”
STUCO members evaluated the success of Mission
Week on a variety of criteria but judged it to be, in general,
successful.
Nahlik said that Mission Week first of all generated
conversation about social justice issues. For example, though
some juniors questioned why their program addressed cultural rather than economic issues, “people were talking,”
he said.
“Everyone was involved whether they wanted to be
or not,” said Nahlik. “Everyone went to the prayer service,
and that’s witnessing to the school’s support of Mission
Week whether or not they donated monetarily. Then just
the feeling in the hallways that people were talking about
Mission Week—I don’t really think it’s possible for them
to say I didn’t learn anything during Mission Week.”
Students did voluntarily engage themselves in the activities STUCO set up, though, noted senior Vice President
for Pastoral Activities Alan Ratermann.
“We’re pleased by the outcome,” said Ratermann. “We
like the enthusiasm. Everybody really seems to be into it.”
Heisohn said that students and teachers both enjoyed the
events and had a kind of camaraderie, especially Wednesday
at the teacher activities and Friday at musical chairs.
“I feel like people towards the end of the week definitely
were happy about it and enjoying themselves,” he said.
Nahlik also mentioned the full slate of events as an
organizational triumph.
“Having an event every day, that’s a big deal in itself.

... Having something every single day is a big benchmark
to set,” said Nahlik. “They will probably change the events
next year, but because we were able to do something every
day, then they can’t really say, ‘Let’s just do something
Monday and Tuesday.’”
“It included and it kept a lot of the good things about
Spirit Week around, promoting that goofy school spirit,”
said McCoy. “But it kind of instilled a new school spirit—at
least I hope—of joining together for a cause greater than
yourself.”
Despite questions about specific charities and fundraising methods, students overall considered Mission Week a
worthwhile experience.
“I thought Mission Week was a big success,” said
freshman Paul Richard, who thought the music during lunch
went too far. “I thought we had some fun activities.”
Sophomore Joe Walsh enjoyed the overall camaraderie
and spirit of the week. “Being able to dress down in your
jerseys and pajamas was fun because you got to see a different side of people instead of just the regular polos,” he
said.
Clark said that the educational parts of the week made
it better than some other SLUH charity efforts.
“In years past, we’ve kind of just collected things (for
the Christmas drive) and haven’t really had someone who’s
actually been there talking about it,” said Clark. “But this
week, it was different. Having someone who had actually
experienced those levels of poverty (Harrison) ... put a new
spin on it.”
Perhaps one of the most important parts of this year’s
Mission Week was setting a precedent for future years so
that it can eventually grow into a SLUH tradition.
“It’s firstly about social justice and the service, and
the fun is something that can come from that,” said
Heisohn. “And so, I know that (junior class president)
Bryan (Matthews) and the other guys are excited to
carry that atmosphere forward.”
McCoy said that this Mission Week challenged
future years to top it.
“I think it left a good taste in a lot of people’s
mouths, kind of wanting more Mission Week,” he
said.
He added, “If students can get on board the first
year and be touched by it, then imagine in years to
come when a student’s gone through it three years
in a row.”
“There’s got to be a first somewhere, so I think
it’s a stepping stone,” said Hill. “St. Joe’s had their
50th or whatever, and the seniors themselves raised
$27,000. I think in 10 years SLUH could do that.”

(from 1)
an email on Zimbra from Poetry Out Loud coordinator
Chuck Hussung. Luczak performed “The Death of Allegory,” a witty poem written by Billy Collins. Throughout
the performance, Luczak kept his hands behind his back,
filled both sides of the room with his voice, and confidently recited a difficult poem with great pace and poise.
“(Luczak’s) poem was about abstraction,” Hussung
said, “which is not an easy topic.”
Luczak’s performance concluded a contest that featured
difficult-to-master poems filled with grammatical nuances
and archaic words. But the performances, according to Hussung, lived up to the challenge.
“Each poem had its own challenges—its own maze that
you had to find your way through,” Hussung said. “But we
had a very high level of performance this year.”

Lumetta, a rookie to the competition, recited
“i carry your heart with me (i carry it in” by E.E.
Cummings. Following Lumetta was Blood, who
performed “John Lennon” by Mary Jo Salter. Fellin
recited John Donne’s 17th century “Batter My Heart,
Three-Personed God.” And Fernan, mistakenly
omitted from the program, finished the contest with
“Invictus” by William Ernest Henley.
Although the contest ended at 10:15 a.m. on
Tuesday with jazz music and a little anxiety, the road
to nationals for Luczak had just begun.
“It’s funny,” Luczak said. “In the beginning, I
just wanted to do a poem. Now, I’m going to shoot
for as far as I can go. I’m going to try to go above
and beyond.”
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Saturday, December 11
8am
ACT
10am Wrestling @ Ritenour Tournament
C Basketball White @ St. Mary’s Tournament
12pm
Dance Rehearsal
7:45pm Hockey vs. Seckman @ Affton Ice Rink
TBA
Basketball @ Webster Tournament
Sunday, December 12
9am
Alumni Board and Mass
1pm
Winter Band Concert
4pm
Winter Choral/Dance Concert

Senior Nick Schmidt celebrates his victory in musical chairs during last
Friday’s Mission Week festivities.

Monday, December 13
AP
Snack–Chili Cheese Nachos
4pm
C Basketbal Blue vs. MICDS
4:30pm	B Basketball @ MICDS
6pm
Varsity Basketball @ MICDS
Lunch Special—Bosco Pizza
Healthy—Toasted Ravoli

Schedule R

Tuesday, December 14
AP	
Rosary
Snack–Mozz Sticks
6pm
Wrestling @ Vianney
Lunch Special—Toasted Ravoli
Healthy—BBQ Burger

Schedule R

Thursday, December 16

Schedule R

Friday, December 17

Schedule R

Wednesday, December 15		
Schedule R
Senior Exams
AP
Freshman English Tutorial
Snack–Apple Strudel Sticks
3:30pm Raquetball vs. Parkway West
4:15pm C Basketball White @ Fox
Lunch Special—Redi Ribs
Healthy—Baked Lemon Pepper Tilapia
Senior Exams
AP	
Freshman English Tutorial
Snack–Bosco Sticks
Lunch Special—Papa Johns Pizza
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan

Senior Exams
AP
Sr. Project Missioning Ceremony
Snack–Pretzel Braids
4pm
C Basketball Blue vs. DeSmet
C Basketball White @ DeSmet
5:30pm B Basketball vs. DeSmet
7pm
Basketball vs. DeSmet
9:30pm Hockey vs. DeSmet @ Queeny Ice Rink
Lunch Special—Chicken Strips
Healthy—Roasted Turkey
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